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Note: This guide refers to the specific management of pay by 

schedule employees, for other Workforce Central questions 

refer to the Kronos Supervisor Guide. 

 

How do I edit my employee’s schedule in Kronos?: 

For employee’s whose pay is driven by their schedule, it is of upmost importance 

to make sure that their schedule is accurate. In the scenario where the 

employee’s schedule is inaccurate you will want to make changes by starting off 

in the schedule planner. Find the shift that needs to be changed, right click on it 

and select Edit.  

 

Once on the pop up screen appears, you can select what time you want the in 

punch and the out punch to actually be. Once this is changed their timecard will 

accurately reflect their worked time. Refer to the job aid here for steps on how to 

edit a schedule.  
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How do I Approve/Edit a Request for Time Off: 

Start on the Requests widget on your Manage My Department Page. Click on any 

of the individual requests and select Approve. This will give you a pop up window 

that will allow you to confirm your selection, and then the pay code will 

automatically go to the schedule planner.  

 

When you first approve the request, both the pay code and the clocked in time 

will show up as shown below. You will need to go in and delete the clocked in 

time so that you are paid correctly by clicking the ‘X’ to the left of the punches.  

 

 

Note that if the employee is taking a partial day off, you will want to make sure 

that the timecard reflects their actual punches and pay codes.  

If you want to edit the length of the request, click on the Go To button and 

navigate to the schedule planner. If the employee is using less of an accrual then 

they originally requested, you can right click on the pay code and select edit.  

 

Alternatively, you could have the employee request a cancellation and you can 

approve that and then have them resubmit the request, though this is a more 
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tedious process. Refer to the job aid here if you have any questions on how to 

handle request for time off.  

 

 

How do I make sure my employee is being paid correctly?: 

Even though the employees are pay by schedule, you will still need to review their 

time to make sure it is accurate. After an employee has worked a day, click on the 

dropdown icon at the bottom of the page. This will allow you to see the totals 

section which gives you a breakdown of the pay codes being paid out on each 

day. Refer to this section as regularly as possible to ensure that employee’s 

timecards are accurate.  

 

Refer to the job aid here to better understand the Timecard Calculations shown at 

the bottom of the screen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CTTime/Training-Resources/Supervisor---Time-Off-0728.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CTTime/Training-Resources/All-DCF-Training/More-Content-Section-Job-Aid.pdf
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What pay code should I use in Kronos?: 

Pay codes that you are used to using in Core CT all have Kronos equivalents. 

Sometimes the name may differ so the best option is to review the mapping table 

to find the code in Kronos. 

 

Refer to the mapping table here for checking what code you should be entering in 

Kronos.  

 

 

https://portal.ct.gov/CTTime/Content/General-Training-Folder/General-Supervisor

